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Abstract Social media systems allow users to share resources with the people
connected to them. In order to handle the exponential growth of the content in
these systems and of the amount of users that populate them, recommender systems have been introduced. As social media systems with different purposes arose,
also different types of social recommender systems were developed in order to
filter the specific information that each domain handles. A form of social media,
known as social bookmarking system, allows to share bookmarks in a social network. A user adds as a friend or follows another user and receives updates on the
bookmarks added by that user. In this paper, we present an analysis of the stateof-the-art on user recommendation in social environments and of the structure of
a social bookmarking system, in order to derive design guidelines and an architecture of a friend recommender system in the social bookmarking domain. This
study can be useful for future research, by highlighting the aspects that characterize this domain and the features that this type of recommender system has to offer.
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1 Introduction
Social media systems are web-based services that allow users to build a public or
semi-public profile, create a list of other users with whom they share a connection,
and view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the
system [5]. The widely-known and studied information overload problem, in these
system took the name of “social interaction overload” [13, 27], which means that
each user has to interact with an excessive amount of users and items. This leads
to a scarcity of attention, which does not allow a user to focus on users or items
that might be interesting for her/him. In order to face the social information overload problem, recommender systems have been adopted to filter the large amount
of information available in the social domain; the class of recommender systems
that operate in the social domain is known as social recommender systems [25].
These systems face the social interaction overload problem, by suggesting users
or items that a target user might be interested in. In particular, user recommendation in a social domain aims at suggesting friends (i.e., recommendations are built
for pairs of users that are likely to be interested in each other’s content) or people
to follow (i.e., recommendations are built for a user, in order to suggest users that
might be interesting for her/him) [13].
User recommender systems that operate in the social media domain can
be classified into three categories, based on the source of data used to build the
recommendations:
1. Systems based on the analysis of social graphs, which explore the set of people connected to the target user in order to produce recommendations. These
systems recommend either the closest users in the graph, like friends of friends
and followees of followees (the “People you may know” feature offered by
Facebook [24] is the most widely known example of this approach), or recommend the users that have the highest probability to be crossed in a random walk
of the social graph (the main reference for this type of systems is the “Who to
follow” recommendation in Twitter [12]).
2. Systems that analyze the interactions of the users with the content of the system (tags, likes, shares, posts, etc.). In order to exploit the user interests, these
systems usually build a user profile by giving a structured form to content,
thanks to the use of metrics like TF-IDF (Term Frequency—Inverse Document
Frequency). Recommendations are produced by identifying users with similar
profiles. An example of this class of systems is presented in Chen et al. [10].
3. Hybrid systems, that consider both the social graph and the interactions of the
users with the content (an example is represented by [15]).
A social bookmarking system is a form of social media, which allows users to use
keywords (tags) to describe resources that are of interest for them, helping to
organize and share these resources with other users in the network [11]. The most
widely-known examples of social bookmarking systems are Delicious,1 where the
1
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bookmarked resources are web pages, CiteULike,2 where users bookmark academic papers, and Flickr,3 where each picture can be annotated with tags.
Even if the use of these systems is widespread (in 2014, one million photos per
day have been shared on Flickr4), to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no
approach in the literature recommended friends in a social bookmarking system
prior to our recent works [20, 21].
In this paper we present a study that proposes the design and the definition of
an architecture of a friend recommender system in a social bookmarking system.
By analyzing the state-of-the-art on user recommendation in the social domain and
how social bookmarking systems work, we design a friend recommender system
that operates in this context and present its architecture.
The scientific contributions coming from this paper are the following:
• we analyze the state-of-the-art on user recommendation in social bookmarking
systems, in order to highlight the weaknesses of the existing systems and derive
the characteristics and features that a friend recommender system that operates
in this domain has to offer;
• given the structure of a social bookmarking system and the analysis of the stateof-the-art, we present a design of a friend recommender system;
• we propose a novel architecture of a system to build friend recommendations in
a social bookmarking system.
This paper extends the work presented in Manca et al. [20] in the following ways:
• a deeper contextualization with the state-of-the-art is going to be presented;
• the motivation to our study is going to be improved, by presenting an analysis
of how our design guidelines relate to a real-world scenario. This will help us
validate our study and introduce the architecture;
• an extension to the proposed architecture is provided, by presenting it at different granularities and by providing more details on each component. Moreover,
we are going to analyze possible approaches to implement it in a real-world system and present possible extensions to it.
This study can be useful for any future research in this area, by presenting design
guidelines and an architecture, which can be adopted in the development of a
friend recommender system in the social bookmarking domain.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the state-of-theart on user recommendation in social environments; Sect. 3 illustrates how a social
bookmarking system is structured and how it works; Sect. 4 presents the aspects
related to the design of a friend recommender system in a social bookmarking system and presents guidelines, useful in the development of a system; Sect. 5 proposes an architecture of the system; Sect. 6 presents conclusions and future work.
2
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2 Related Work
In the last years, social bookmarking systems have been studied from different
points of view. This section presents related work on user recommendation in
this research area. This study of the state-of-the-art will be deepened in Sect. 4, in
order to analyze the aspects that characterize a recommender system that operates
in this domain and the weaknesses of the existing approaches.

2.1 Systems Based on the Analysis of Social Graphs
In [12] authors present Twitter’s user recommendation service, which allows to
daily create a huge amount of connections between users that share common interests, connections and other factors. In order to perform the recommendations, the
authors build a Twitter graph in which vertices represent users and the directed edges
represent the “follow” relationship. The graph is stored in a graph database called
FlockDB, and then data are processed with Cassovary (an open source in-memory
graph processing engine). The system builds the recommendations by means of a
user recommendation algorithm for directed graphs based on SALSA. In the next
section, we are going to analyze this system, in order to design our proposal.
In [17] the authors model the user recommendation problem as a link prediction problem. They develop several approaches, that analyze the proximity of
nodes in the graph of a social network, in order to infer the probability of new connections among users. Experiments show that the network topology is a good tool
to predict future interactions.
In [2], Arru et al. propose a user recommender system for Twitter, based on signal processing techniques. The considered approach defines a pattern-based similarity function among users and makes use of a time dimension in the representation
of the users profile. Our system is different, because we aim at suggesting friends
while on Twitter there is no notion of “friend” but it works with “people to follow”.

2.2 Systems Based on the Interactions with the Content
Quercia et al. [23] describe a user recommender system based on collocation. The
proposed framework, called FriendSensing, recommends friends by analyzing
collocation data. In order to produce the recommendations, the system uses geographical proximity and link prediction theories. In our domain we do not have
such a type of information, so we cannot compare with this algorithm.
In [8], researchers present a study that considers different features in a user profile, behavior and network in order to explore the effect of homophily on user recommendations. They use the Dice coefficient on two users sets of tags and they
find that similar tags do not represent a useful source of information for link prediction, while mutual followers are more useful for this purpose. As previously
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highlighted, the presented friend recommender system focuses on producing
friend recommendation based on users’ content (tag, bookmarks, etc.).

2.3 Hybrid Systems
In [29] authors propose a framework of user recommendation, based on users’
interests and tested on Yahoo! Delicious. The proposed framework operates in two
main steps: first, it models the users’ interests by means of tag graph based community detection and represents them with a discrete topic distribution; then, it
uses the Kullback-Leibler divergence function to compute the similarity between
users’ topic distribution and the similarity values are used to produce interest based user recommendation. Differently from this framework, the aim of the
approach proposed in this paper is to produce friend recommendations (i.e., bidirectional connections) and not unidirectional user recommendations.
Chen et al. [10] present a people recommender system in an enterprise social
network called Beehive, designed to help users to find known, offline contacts
and discover new friends on social networking sites. With the proposed study, the
authors demonstrate that algorithms that use similarity of user-created content
were stronger in discovering new friends, while algorithms based on social network information were able to produce better recommendations.
In [15], the authors propose a user recommender system (called Twittomender)
that, for each user, builds a user profile based on user’s recent Twitter activity and
user’s social graph. The proposed system operates in two different manners; in the
former mode the user puts a query and the system retrieves a ranking list of users,
while in the latter mode the query is automatically generated by the system and
it is mined by the user profile of the target user (the target user is the user that
receives the recommendations). Our proposal does not use the social graph and,
furthermore, in building recommendations it considers the friendship relationship
and not the “user to follow” relationship.
In [14] authors present a recommender system for the IBM Fringe social network, based on aggregated enterprise information (like org chart relationships, paper
and patent co-authorship, project co-membership, etc.) retrieved using SONAR,
which is a system that allows to collect and aggregate these kinds of information.
The authors deployed the people recommender system as a feature of the social network site and the results showed a highly significant impact on the number of connections on the site, as well as on the number of users who invite others to connect.

3 Social Bookmarking Systems
This section presents how a social bookmarking system is structured and how it
works. This definition is based on the ones previously given in the literature (in
particular we refer to [11, 16, 26]).
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A social bookmarking system is composed by:
• a set of users;
• a set of resources. These resources characterize the type of social bookmarking
system and, as mentioned in the introduction, they might be of different types
(e.g., web pages);
• a set of tags, which are the keywords used to describe the resources;
• a set of bookmarks, which are represented as triplets (user, resource, tag); these
triplets are known either as tag assignments, or as tag applications;
• a set of connections among users, which are represented as couples (user,
user). Depending on the type of connection among two users, a couple might
be ordered (i.e., users are connected by a follow relation), or not (i.e., users
are friends and mutually follow each other). These connections form a graph,
known either as social graph or interest graph.
Once a user decides to bookmark a resource by adding tags to it, these bookmarks
are shown to the users who are friends with or follow this user.
Social bookmarking systems also offer privacy options, which allow to keep a
bookmark private, or to share it only with a limited amount of users.
Features that allow to explore the tags and to facilitate the management of the
bookmarks, like their export from browsers [19] and the possibility to add a bookmark to the profile by email, are often offered.

4 Designing a Friend Recommender System
The first objective of our proposal is to design a friend recommender system in a
social bookmarking system. This section presents an analysis of the aspects that
characterize both the state-of-the-art and social bookmarking systems, according
to what was presented in the previous sections.

4.1 Analysis
In our analysis, we considered the following aspects:
(a) In [12], authors highlight that Twitter is an “interest graph”, rather than a
“social graph”. A problem highlighted by the authors is that the analysis of
such a graph suffers from scalability issues and, in order to contain the complexity of the recommender system, no user profile information could be used
to build the recommendations. The definition of interest graph can also be
extended to social bookmarking systems, since a user can add as a friend or
follow another user, in order to receive her/his newly added bookmarks.
(b) Social media systems grow rapidly. This means that both the amount of content added to a social media system and the user population increase at a fast
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rate. A recommender system that operates in this context needs to build accurate user profiles, which are up-to-date with the constantly evolving preferences of the users.
(c) Resources usually have an unstructured form so, when building a contentbased recommender systems, they are given a structured form, by introducing
a Content Analyzer in the system [18].
(d) In the architecture of a content-based system, a Feedback component, which
allows to update the user profile according to the recommended items that the
user liked or did not like, is usually implemented [18].
(e) As [29] highlights, the tagging activity of the users reflects their interests.
Therefore, the tags used by a user can be considered as an important source of
information to exploit her/his interests.
Taking into account all these aspects, we drew the following conclusions.
Regarding point (a), in order to avoid the limitations related to the graph analysis in this domain, we aim at designing a system that only analyzes the content
of the users (i.e., the tagged resources). So, we are going to design a system that
belongs to the second class presented in the Introduction, i.e., the one that analyzes the interactions of the users with the content of the system.
Regarding points (b) and (c), given the rapid growth of information in social
media systems, in order to efficiently and quickly update user profiles we decided
to exploit the set of resources used by each user and the tags used to classify those
resources, without using a Content Analyzer component, but analyzing only the
behavior of the users in the system.
Regarding point (d), since the system we are designing deals with friend recommendations and we do not consider the connection between the users, the feedback of a user has no impact in her/his profile. On the contrary, when items are
recommended in a content-based system, the feedbacks contain information about
the preferences of the users, which help updating the user profiles.
Regarding point (e), we embraced the theory that user interests are reflected by
the tagging activity and extended it, by following the intuition that users with similar interests use similar tags and the same resources.

4.2 Design Guidelines
Starting from the previous analysis, here we recap the features that a friend recommender system in the social bookmarking domain has to offer:
1. the resources saved by a user and the tags used to classify them represent a
valuable source of information about a user. By monitoring them, we can
constantly be updated on the interests of the users. Therefore, a friend recommender system in a social bookmarking system has to consider the tagged
resources bookmarked by the users. Using only graph analysis to build the
recommendations presents limitations, and building recommendations by
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analyzing both the content the users interacts with and the interest graph would
increase the complexity of the system (this might lead to the learning of user
profiles that are not up-to-date with the current interests of the users);
2. the algorithms and metrics used by a system should be quickly computed, in
order to keep the user profiles up-to-date. Therefore, we believe that a friend
recommender system should mine user behavior (i.e., the interaction of the
users with the content), more than the content itself. In fact, the introduction of
a Content Analyzer, in order to give a structured form to the resources, would
significantly increase the complexity of the system. In other words, it is harder
to make an analysis of the content of each resource tagged by a user, instead
of considering only the fact that a user is interested in that resource. Since
social bookmarking systems grow at a fast rate, content analysis would lead
to have outdated profiles and this component is discarded by our design and
architecture;
3. in order to reduce the complexity of the system, and given the type of recommendations produced, the typical Feedback component of a Content-Based
recommender system is removed when designing such a type of system. This
choice was made since the accepted or rejected friends do not update the user
profiles, which are built considering the tag assignments of the users;
4. in order to capture the interaction of the users on multiple levels and improve
the capability to accurately recommend friends, a system has to be able to
exploit all the sources of information coming from the tag assignments.
Therefore, a friend recommender system has to analyze both the tags used by a
user and the resources she/he bookmarked.

4.3 Design Guidelines Evaluation in a Real-World Scenario
In the following, an analysis of the user behavior in a social bookmarking system
from a friend recommendation point of view is presented. In particular, how the
bookmarking activity of a user is related to that of the others has been studied by
analyzing a Delicious dataset, distributed for the HetRec 2011 workshop [9]. The
dataset contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,867 users;
69,226 URLs;
53,388 tags;
7,668 bi-directional user relations;
437,593 tag assignments [i.e., tuples (user, tag, URL)];
104,799 bookmarks [i.e., distinct pairs (user, URL)].

By analyzing user profiles, it emerges that users had an average of 123.697 tags,
and an average of 56.132 bookmarked resources.
In order to be able to infer the possible connections among users, which might
lead to friend recommendations, the number of common tags and resources
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between the users of the dataset have been computed, obtaining the following
results: the average number of common tags among two users is 7.807, while the
average number of common resources among two users is 0.042. In particular,
considering only the users who have at least a common tag, the average number of
common tags for a couple of users increases to 10.417; while considering only the
users who have at least a common bookmarked resource, the average number of
common resources for each couple of users increases to 1.673.
From the conducted analysis is possible to infer some properties related to the
user behavior in a social bookmarking system, recapped below:
• the behavior of two users in a social bookmarking system is related both to the
use of the tags and to the use of the resources;
• the use of tags represents a stronger form of connection (as also proved in the
literature), with respect to the amount of common resources between two users.
This happens because the probability that two users use the same tags is higher
than the one to bookmark the same resource, since a user classifies a resource
with more tags;
• by comparing the number of common tags and resources with respect to the
number of all tags and resources, it emerges that the number of common tags
and common resources is much smaller than the number of tags and resources
used by each user (more precisely, 10.4 out of 123.7 tags, and 1.7 out of 56.1
resources).
This means that the behavioral analysis of a user, which characterized the design
of the system, can be exploited in order to recommend friends in this domain.
Therefore, following these guidelines, in the next section we are going to present
a novel architecture to build friend recommendations by exploiting the behavior of
the users in a social bookmarking system.

5 Architecture
In order to build an architecture for a friend recommender system in the social
bookmarking domain, we are going to follow the design guidelines presented in
the previous section. Figure 1 illustrates the high level view of the architecture.
While designing the system, in the first point of the guidelines we highlighted
that we would only analyze the content of the system (i.e., the tag assignments).
Therefore, the architecture does not have components that analyze the connections
among users (i.e., who they follow or they are friends with).

Fig. 1  High level architecture of the friend recommender system
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The first task that the system has to compute is the mining of the user behavior by exploiting the tag assignments of each user (i.e., which resources a user
tagged and with which tags). The User behavior mining component will allow
to create a profile with the preferences of each user. Once the behavior of the
user has been mined, a User similarity computation component will measure
the similarity between the users. These similarities will then be inspected by the
Recommendation filtering component, which will select the users most similar to
each user, in order to recommend them.
The rest of the Section will provide the details of each high level component
previously presented.

5.1 User Behavior Mining
As Fig. 2 shows, user behavior can be mined by two different components (i.e., the
Tag-based profile learner and the Resource-based profile learner), following the
considerations done on the fourth point of the design guidelines, which suggested
to consider both the tags and the resources available in the bookmarks.
Taken as input the Tag assignments available for each user, two profile learner
components will analyze the behavior of the user of her/his use of the tags (Tagbased profile learner) and on the bookmarked resources (Resource-based profile
learner). Each component will now be presented in detail.
5.1.1 Tag-Based Profile Learner
Each time a user classifies a resource with a tag, her/his profile should be updated
in order to capture the tagging behavior and build an accurate user profile. Taken
as input the Tag assignments available for each user, this component builds a user
profile, by considering the tags used by a user. Since in the design guidelines we
highlighted the need to build profiles quickly, in order for them to be updated, this
component might build profiles as binary vectors of the tags considered by users,
or by considering the frequency of each tag used by a user. The output produced is
a Tag-based user profile.
Fig. 2  Part of the
architecture that mines user
behavior to build the user
profiles
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5.1.2 Resource-Based Profile Learner
Given the Tag assignments, this component builds a second user profile, by analyzing the resources bookmarked by a user. Also this profile might be built as a
vector, similarly to the possible implementations of the tag-based component. In
case a binary vector is produced, it could highlight which resources have been
bookmarked by the user and which not. Another possible implementation of this
component would be by building a vector that contains in each element associated to a resource how many tags have been used to classify that resource (i.e., the
relevance of a resource for a user could be measured by her/his effort to classify it,
and a counter would keep track of this type of behavior). The output produced by
this component is a Resource-based user profile.

5.2 User Similarity Computation
Figure 3 shows the two components that compute the similarities between the
users, by comparing the tag-based user profiles (Tag-based similarity computation
component) and the resource-based user profiles (Resource-based similarity computation component). This part of the architecture will now be described in detail.

5.2.1 Tag-Based Profile Similarity Computation
Given the Tag-based user profiles previously computed, this step estimates the
association among each couple of tag-based user profiles, in order to derive how
similar two users are. In case the similarity between binary vectors has to be computed, the Jaccard index would represent a standard measure to capture this similarity and efficient algorithms with low computational complexity have been proposed
in the literature (e.g., the MinHash scheme [7], or the Signature scheme [1]). In
case a vector with positive values is used to represent the profile, Pearson’s correlation coefficient [22] as proved to be the most effective for the similarity assessment

Fig. 3  Part of the
architecture that computes
the user similarities
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between users [6]. Moreover, an efficient algorithm that exploits a support-based
upper bound exists [28]. The output produced is a Tag-based profile similarity.
5.2.2 Resource-Based Profile Similarity Computation
Given the Resource-based user profiles previously computed, this step estimates
the association among each couple of resource-based user profiles, in order to
derive how similar two users are. According to the representation of the resourcebased profile (i.e., binary vector or vector with positive values), the same algorithms used by the tag-based association component can be exploited. The output
produced by this component is a Resource-based profile similarity.

5.3 Recommendations Filtering
This part of the architecture (shown in Fig. 4) solves the task of combining the
tag-based and resource-based similarities between the users and filter them in
order to produce the friend recommendations. Given the Tag-based profile similarities and Resource-based profile similarities previously built, the Filtering component selects the most similar users to recommend to the target user. For example,
a threshold value might be used, in order to select only the users with high similarities with the target user. The output is a ranked List of recommendations, which
contains the users to recommend to the target user.

5.4 System Architecture and Discussion
The full architecture of the system is presented in Fig. 5. Based on this structure
and on the possible implementations previously presented, an efficient friend recommender system in the social bookmarking domain can be built.
Considering the social environment in which the recommendations have to be
produced, an interesting aspect to notice in this architecture is that it lends itself
Fig. 4  Part of the
architecture that produces the
recommendations
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Fig. 5  Architecture of the
friend recommender system

well to a parallelization on multiple machines. In fact, the two branches computed
by the system (i.e., the one that operates with the tags and with the resources) can
be independently computed.
Moreover, our architecture can be easily extended in case a new type of user
behavior has to be mined. Suppose for example that we want to estimate the interest of the user on the topics of the resources.5 A third branch could be added to
this architecture, and this confirms that the proposed architecture can be adopted
to build scalable systems. Given the possibility to extend our architecture to different types of behaviors to mine, this architecture can be used also to produce friend
recommendations in different types of social media systems, by following the
same pattern.

5

Given that traditional techniques to manually categorize data cannot be applied in social environments [4] and that clustering techniques represent a good form to extract information for recommendation purposes [3], the resources could be clustered based on the tags used to classify
them, in order to extract some meta-information about a group of resources related to a specific
topic.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper illustrated a study related to the design and the architecture of a friend
recommender system in the social bookmarking domain. We analyzed the existing
state-of-the-art works that recommend users in social domain and illustrated the
structure of a social bookmarking system. This led to the design of a system that
recommends friends in this context. After giving the design guidelines, the architecture of the system was presented. Following these design guidelines and this
architecture, we built an efficient and very accurate friend recommender system
[21], tested on the Delicious dataset previously illustrated. As future work we will
implement the extension to the architecture proposed in the Discussion (i.e., the
analysis of the topics) and the test it in our system.
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